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(*) 

a long 

on the islands and in 

of the 

Actions The of 

upon the management  and on is not only 

technical but is becoming a socio of The 

the  activities of the the suggestions . 

solving to as a of 

The also the of two 

1. 

- was established by the 

Assembly No. 2907 in  1972. one of its activities 

a special seas. seas 

the one of seas 

This of pollution of the 

(*) Faculty of of Split, 
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by - The 

a 

Community in the  implementation of of the 

sea against pollution  and its The Convention has been in 

since 1978. 

The consists of 

Assessment of 

Legal Component; 

units Athens. 

The of is expected  to deal wilh the 

of development  and its has  been that 

componen1 should consist of 

- development of the of development 

in the ( - S.Antipolis). 

- and acute of of its 

and  the  impact, the state of (the 

Actions - Split). 

The investigation of the development and 

the as well as the  assessment of the  possible use of available in 

confonniiy with  the is 

Action - is a - based on available 

The objectives of the lo 

to the exchange of 

- of and  institutions, 

- Substantive documents case studies, 

guidelines, codes of documents, etc.), 
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- 

- nlissions to 

The objective of is also. the' national  and  local 

in the national  and  local  capacities planning 

and  managelnent in * 

- of tools  and  techniques 

- of 

- of 

jecls, 

- within site - 

six 

settlements, soil of 

1.2. Wuter. resolmes 

of development, the to 

management was to of 

As a issues envisaged  the 

launching  and  implementation of of 

Coastal 

At the end of in la 

comunidad autonoma de 

the on 

of 

1986-1987 this action was cxpanded to of 
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islands and  coastal  zones. The of 

discussed on the in and 

1987. this 

the of this to 

One of the  activities  was .also of the 

The can be like  this: 

Water resources 

Typical elements of islands 

in contact with sea islands mean sea and 

flow season 

common. Lakes also a wide of  size. 

of islands, the  available  quantities of have almost 

completely  been exploited; hence,  the is a limiting 

in the development of the  islands. 

Water  utilization 

is a 

small on the small islands and  significant quantities on the islands. 

is a continuousiy all 

Today ca. 16,000,000 ha of land in 

2025 is  ca. 40,000,000 ha. The of 

sufficient quantities is all islands  and  isolated  coastal on  the 

lack of is the 

much situations can  be  expected in 

Water  resources  mnnagenlent 

exploitation  and  management of in a 

of which  should  bc  connccted  into a unique management system  to 

optimally exploit the in to satisfy the 
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! 
1 .  

demands. The of in 

addition to good is the availability of is still 

missing  on most islands. Thus special  attention shoild be paid to 

of 

of ( 

sea in the only 

additional of Some 

islands, like use .of some small 

islands on 

. .  

in is the of 

to demand  which is 

due climatic is a high  fluctuation of 

demand due in 2 tq 30 

in in This- 

situation makes it difficult to of 

Lhe of as well as a 

of n~anagcment which is still non-existent  on  most  islands. 

management in the 

is a 

Protection of the water  resources 

The of is not 

plank This 

of of of sea 

constant is also lack  of 

to the  impact o f  local 

the pollution 

local used due to 
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Other  uses and water-related  problems 

is not a some 

to this  field can some is 

flooding of caused by the  absence of a system 

disposal. 

The is to the  situation in the coastal 

, of the This to tlie of  the 

2. 

As we said, the of sufiïcient is islands 

and coastal on the of is 

situations can be expected in the 

- 

shows that Lhe OC is 

Of:  

a) as the of: 

- 

- technological  advancement, 

- of living, 

- development, 

b) capacity of 

c) Changing 
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- pollution, 

- devastation, 

- changing 

Thus, way  this is a cannot 

view as a is a 

difficult  task  which  includes  issues of 

The of is by of 

The kind of can have in 

- 

beginning time , 

is a seasonable  phenomenon,  but it 

a situation most also in 

types of 

- in 

The has 

detail  analyzed in lhe (J. This analyzes also the  possible 

states in the in with Some of this 

in 1,2, and 3. 

- Agricultural  drought depends on 

and  plant use, 

As we have of on the islands  and in the 

is constantly 
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l - Socio-economic drought, in 

excessive of 

planning,  lack of and 

. in an inadequate  state of supply, in the 

with this find solutions 

on-going and 

must in to have a chance 

to successfully 

planning,  design  and  implcmentation of and 

The management of 

all facets of supply, 

enhancement, 

and as well as flood 

such a complex is confusion about who should do what in to be 

, to handle the 11 is 

tal 

as: 

- supply 

- management 

- quality 

- supply 

'- 

and as: 

- use 

- 
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- 

- Financial assistance 

- 

The is is a 

of one complicated. 

What should  be  done to the situation and be to 

of is some can  be 

past activities. 

to be taken into account in 

a and as follows: 

We need. to but 

the most neglected ones. They  include: 

- collcclion  and  managcment 

- Analysis and planning 

- 

- 

I -  Technical  assistance 

- 

- 

is a in the  situation of of 

To be sucessfull, data  management  must be supply 

management. 
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of of 

be a continuous a we have a 

and finishes 

The education of  the  public  and  oflicials  needs constant attention. To be able to do it 

we need  to knowledge of local situation  and especidly 

of and  nlan made phenomena. 

The in 

,must be efficient to  be  able to 

of 

new  and  adequate techniques 

the most task is to by using 

include 

, institutional 

changes. 

We should all this 

system. that effective planning  and management imaginative 

implenxxtable decision-making. 

Technical to in the can  be 

in 

- of the use of 

- and 

- use of 

The of 

'efficiency of 

of 
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c m  be by of by development of 

supply systems (inland and off show systems) 

Typical non-conventional desalination of sea waste 

widely used in thc 

All of these possibilities have been implemented in the 

so that is  some which can..be beneficial to those who plan to out 

activities. 

3. approach and actions implemented by 

All the mentioned facts should be  taken into account in solving the 

of management, in an which on one 

hand, the developenltn and its demand, and on the hand, the 

and the capacity of thc including the 

The can be.solved in the long only if it is and solved 

by an This is the islands and the 

coastal zones, the is specially and it a basis 

the development. 

that the and enhancement of coastal and 

ecosystem can be achievcd only a development which uses 

planning as its tool, PAP placcd a special emphasis on its action 

and of the Coastal 

to in the knowledge and gained in all 

actions, and based on the of planning and management of 

PAP in 1988 the implenlentation of 4 pilot as a new of 

advanccd of PAP and with national and local 

institutions and aimed at conditions developing the 

of planning and management of coastal 
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The objective is to achieve an optimal which the social 

goals : equity,  efficiency and quality physical 

economic , and social and legal decision-making 

the text we will of two in an 

advance stage. 

Background 

At the ( de 1986, and 

1986) it was h t ,  in the of the within the 

actions, pilot should be in to analyze the methodology and 

the knowledge and of the and 

these the of suggests  that  the 

island of should be a pilot 

Consequently a was suggested; within this niethodologies. an 

management system should be developed, both the and 

supply system. 

The of the was sublnitted competilion, and 

the study the of the 

the de Geologiques et was selected 

as the most one. 

The a Study of the of was signed  at the 

and in Valetta on June 17, 1989. 

would be using the Study of the of as a 

pilot on in  would in the become 

the on by 
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General Project objective 

The ob-jeclives  can  be like this: 

- To hunlan health by  the of of the 

- To the quality of the the 

by the and to the 

continuing of utilization. 

- To the of system made suitable 

of 

- To develop mathematical models which will effective management of 

to: minimization of salt 

nmxinlization of  nett of the identification of a well field 

which will maximize the supply; 

development of a management the of quality 

the of pollution. 

- To capable of mentioned items. 

- To of supply against pollution by unidentified 

to be taken into account in the national land-use policy. 

- To a suitable and advise legislative and 

to meet lhe objectives of 
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and follow up 

The is in the final phase and the achieved. satisfy the 

objectives. 

One of the of this is a completely new legislation with a new 

of management the knowledge that the on the 

is a finite and and that has an economic value in all 

its compcting uses. 

The of the is the the 

Nnmely, in the case of the is the only long 

which can sustain life, development and of on the 

3.2. project 

Background 

Within the activities out the of the 

is the 

The activity is the devcloplnent of the the 

island of This plan should an of'all lhe 

and would be used to define the optimal exploitation and 

of the in with the and subsequent long-lasting 

demands on the island. Thus,  it would  be possible to out a sound and efficient 

nlanagement of the both and on the island. 

Objectives 

The long objective of this study is the of the of the 

island and optimal utilization. 

The  immediate ob-jective is development of the and 

solution of the in end exploitation of ' 
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The expected benefits a development of the 

of the island of 

I 

The is in the phase and it is expected that it will be completed by 

the end of 1993. 

l 
l 4. 

l 1.987, of Small and 
Coastal Technical No. 12. 

J., 1987, Specific Topics of 

Technical No. 13. 

J., 1990, and Needs in the 

in the 

- 2010", 28-30. 

Study of of documents, 1989 - 1991 

1990, to the Coastal management 

the of Unit the Action Athens. 

N., Vlachos E., 1989, State 

1991, of a the 

Split, 

J., 1992, Contents and Elements of the Typical 

Split, 
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Figure 1. Prospective changes in total water by necds calculated 
the user countries i n  and 2025, for each sccnario. 
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3 I 

I 
I 
I 

Y0U.l 

2 . "~nrral  the counmcs dong the 
(global man annual of flow). 

the Basin 
2. htcmal transfm the Basin 
3. transfers to from ootsdc the 

Thc interscctims "Spend common m m s ;  
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1980-85 2&5 198b-t35 2025 

Figure3. Prospects for indices of exploitation and  irretrievable consumption of renewable 
na~ural in ttic in 2000 and 2025 (averages 
for cach 
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